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0. INTRODUCTION 
We will prove a theorem about the existence of indecomposable Abelian 
groups which are “almost free.” This theorem is a consequence of the usual 
axioms of set theory (ZFC) plus the additional assumption of Giidel’s axiom of 
constructibility. This theorem is not a theorem of ZFC. Thus the result is 
consistent with ordinary set theory, but so is its denial, i.e., it is ~n~eci~ab~~ 
in ZFC. We also prove an analogous result about non-Abelian groups, but in this 
case we do not know if the result is undecidable in ZFC. 
Let ZFC denote the axioms of ~ermelo-~rankel set theory plus the axiom of 
choice. Let V t= L denote the axiom of constructibility. RecaII that Godel 
proved that if ZFC is consistent then so is ZFC + (Y = L). (For an account of 
this and the definitions of the set theoretic terms employed here, see, for example, 
[2].) We will follow the usual convention of identifying a cardinal with an 
initial ordinal and an ordinal with the set of ordinals preceding it; we use inter- 
changeably the notations X, and w, for the oath infinite cardinal (a any ordinal). 
We use 1 X 1 to denote the cardinality of X. 
Let tc be an uncountable cardinal. An Abelian group is said to be I,,,-free if 
it satisfies the same sentences of the infinitary language L,, (of group theory) 
as a free Abelian group. There is an algebraic characterization of the notion of 
.&,-free. An Abelian group A is said to be K-fm if every subgroup of A of 
cardinality < K is free; A is said to be strolzgt’y K-free if it is K-free and in addition 
every subset of A of cardinality < PC is contained in a subgroup B of A of 
cardinal&y < K such that A/B is K-free. 
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0.1. THEOREM [3]. For any tincountable K and any -~~e~~a~ grofcp A, A is 
L,,-free if and dy if A is .&o?2gly K-wfm?. 
For the purposes of this paper the reader who is not acquainted with in&Aary 
liogic may take the above theorem as a d~~n~t~on of&,-free. An ~be%ian group is 
said go $e ~~de&o~posab~e if it has no nontr~v~a% direct s~rn~~ds (see [6, Sect. 88]). 
~rbitrar~%y ilarge ~ndecom~~sab~~ groups have been constructed (in ZFC) by 
Shelah [f 2]. 
The following is our principal result. (For the reader not familiar with the 
theory of compact cardinals we remark that any cardma% of the form 
regular and not weakly compact. Weakly compact cardinals cannot be proved 
to exist on the basis of ZFC or ZFC + V = L.) 
RideHer [I %] has proved that Martin’s Axiom (MA) @us the negation of the 
~~~~in~~rn hypothesis implies that every L,, I-free Abelian group of ~ardi~a%~t~~ 
w1 is w,-separab%e; i.e., every countable subset is contained in a countable direct 
summand. Since it is known [%5] that ZFC + MA -+- PO > X, is relatively 
consistent with ZFC, we can conclude that the Main Theorem is not a theorem 
of ZFC. 
AIse, the hypotheses on K in the Main Theorem are necessary since She%ah [I 3] 
proved that if K is singular, then any K-free group is &-free and Xekler [t %] and 
ethers proved that if fc is weakly compact then a K-free grolrp is K+-free. 
la Section I we prove the Main Theorem, and in Section 2 we sketch the proof 
of an analogous theorem for general (not necessarily Abelian) groups. Our proof 
in Section I is written so that it will easi%y generalize to the noncommutative 
case. 
We begin ~6th a group theoretic lemma which wili! enable us to carry out a 
critical step in our construction of ~~decomposab%e groups. 
I. I. LEMMA. Suppose A is a free Abe&n gmz@ and A c= B @ D @ C z&em 
63 is nonzero and C is of countably irzjinite ra&; say (en / n E W> is a basis of C. 
Let c, = (co )...) cm-J, Then there is an embedding 4: A ,--+ A satjsfyj~g: 
(1) $ is the identity on 23 @ D; 
(2) +(A) is not a. direct su~~a~d af A but #(B @ D @ Cm) is a direct 
~~~~and af A for all m E W; 
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(3) (b(C) is not contained in a complementary summand ojH in A (i.e., we do 
not have .4 .-- B 0 H where 4(C) C: H). 
Proof. Let b be a fixed element of a basis, .%‘, of R. Define 4 by: C/(X) :.-= x for 
all x E B @ D; and +(cn) = b -1 c, -- knL1 for all n E w. Clearly (I) holds. 
As for (2), A/+(A) is not free because ca + $(A) is a nonzero element which is 
infinitely divisible by 2. Moreover, ./I -= $(B @ D 0 C‘,) @ (c,, , c,,, ,... >. 
Finally, suppose that A = B ,$ H where d(C) C H. If c, : h, r II,, where 
b,, E B, h, E H, let lz, CZ be the coefficient of b in the representation of h,, as a 
linear combination of elcmcnts of 3. Now 4(cn) :. b -l c, - 2c,.., E H by 
hypothesis, so 2k,L ;, -- k, : : 1. Hence for all n 
k, : 2 “(k” T 2* - I) 
which is clearly impossible, since the k, are integers. 1 
We shall make use of two “combinatorial” consequences of the axiom if 
constructibility which were proved by Jensen. 
If cy and /3 are limit ordinals, a functions f: a r ,!I is called normal if it is 
strictly increasing and Im( f ) is a closed unbounded subset of /3. A subset E of an 
ordinal /3 is called stationary in ,B if it intersects the range of every normal 
function into ,B. (For more on stationary sets and also for the definition of weakly 
compact see, for example, [2] or [9].) 
The first result of Jensen’s is sometimes denoted L?X . 
1.2. ?‘IIEORE:M. Assume V = L. Let K he a regular uncountable cardinal which 
is not weakly compact. Then there is u stationary subset E of K satisfying: 
(i) joy ever?, limit ordinal p < K, ,?? n p is not stationary in t.~; 
(ii) every element of E is a limit ordinal ojcojinality W. 
Proof. See Jensen [8, Theorem 5.11. a 
(Gregory [7] was the first to USC Theorem 1.2 to construct L,,-free Abelian 
groups.) 
A smooth chain of sets is a family of sets {A, I v < a> indexed by an ordinal a: 
such that for all Y < CY, A, C A,., 1 and such that for every limit ordinal o < OL, 
4 := Uu<o A, . A smooth chain of groups is a family of groups {A, 1 Y < a} 
which is a smooth chain of sets such that for all v < LY, A, is a subgroup of 
41. 
Here is the second result of Jensen, called OK(E). 
I .3. THEOREM. Assume V= L. Let K he a regular uncountable cardinal and let E 
be a stationary subset of K. Suppose X is a set of cardinality K which is the union of 
a smooth chain of sets {X, I v < K> such that 1 X, 1 < K for all Y < K. Then there 
is a sequence qf sets (Y,, / v E E) such that $w all v E I?, Yv is a subset of XT> ad 
su& that jbar my subset 2 of X, (v E: E / Z n Xv = Y,) is s~~~~~~~~y ia K. 
P~ooj. See [8] or [l, p. 1151. 
Pm+ cf size bait ~beo~~~~~. Let K be a regular uncountable cardinal which 
ot weakly compact. Let E be a stationary subset of K satisfying 1.2 (i) and (ii). 
reover assume that K - E is stationary. (This is possible since arq stationary 
set can be partitioned into two-in fact K-disjoint stationary sets (see [Id]).) 
Let 4 be a set of cardinality K and choose a chain of sets (4, / v < ~1 such that 
A = t.JY<KAY, \Aoj =x0 and i APL1 - A, 1 = j A, 1 < K for & Y < K. @j 
1.3 there is a sequence of pairs of subsets of A, ((YV ! Yi): v E E) such that 
Yb’,, and Y>‘ are subsets of A, and for any pair (Z, Z’) of subsets of A, 
{Y E E i Z n A, = Y, and z’ II A, = Y,‘) is stationary in K. 
We are going to define an Abelian group structure on A by defining inductively 
a group structure on each A, such that (A, j v < K) becomes a smooth chain of 
groqs and such that for ah v < K 
(a) A,, is free Abelian; 
(b) for 7 < V, A, is a direct summand of A, if and only if T # E. 
Suppose (-L < K and the group structure on 4, has been defined for ah v < ,ti 
such that (a) and (b) hold for v < p. If p = 0 we choose, arbitrari!y, a free 
Abelian group structure for Aa . So we may suppose kc > 0, and we considers 
three cases. 
Case I. p is a limit ordinal. Since A, = (JvcIL A, , the group structure on 
A,, is determined. We must check that conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied for aZI 
v = p. Since .E PI ,U is not stationary in pl there is a normal function .r: cj(p) + in, 
such that Lm(s) n E = 0. Thus A, = U(A, : -r E Im(s)> and by jb), A, is a 
direct summand of A,+, for all T E fmfs). Therefore for every T E Lm(S), A, is a 
direct summand of A,; condition (a) and half of (‘n) follow immediately. If 
T < p and T E .E, A, is not a direct summa& of ATL1 , so A, is not a direct 
summand of A, . (The verification of (a) and (b) in the first two cases is like that 
in [‘q) 
case II. p = v + 1, where Y + E. Let A, have a group structure such 
that A, = A, @F for some free group F. This can certainly be done (since 
/ A, - A, 1 = j A, I), and conditions (a) and (b) are easily verified. 
The crucial and most interesting case is the last one. 
Case III. p = v + 1, where v E E. Then Y is a limit ordinal of cofkahty OJ. 
Let (Y;, ) Y,i) be the pair given by c>,&@). Consider the fo~~o~~~g conditions: 
Y”, and Y,’ are nonzero subgroups and there is a countable strictly 
increasing sequence {TV j n E w> of ordinals approaching v such that (“f 
fm” all n f w, 7% $ E and A,* = (Y,, f? A,J @ (k; r? 14~~). 
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Case IIIa. Condition (*) is satisfied. Clearly A, = Y, @ Y”‘. We may 
assume that the sequence {Yy’ n A,,: n E UJ} is not eventually constant (other- 
wise {Y, n A,,. . n E W} has this property and we work with it instead). Thus we 
may in fact assume that Y,’ n A,,+1 f Y,’ n ATn for all n (by choosing a sub- 
sequence of the 7%‘~). Notice that since r, 4 E, A,* is a direct summand of A, 
and hence Y,’ n A, is a direct summand of Y,‘. Therefore we can choose a 
linearly independent subset (ca / n E w} of Y,’ and a subgroup I), such that 
for ail n, c, E (Yy’ n ATI1+,) - (Yy’ n A,d and for all n, (Y,,’ n ATn) = 
K’ n D,) 0 (co ,..., c,-i). Hence we can write A, = B, @ D, @ C, where 
B, = Y, and C, = ({c, j n E w}). Now by Lemma 1.1 and a simple set theoretic 
replacement argument (using the fact that j Avil - A, ( = [ A, 1) we may 
define a free Abelian group structure on Avfl such that B, = Y,, is a summand of 
A,+i but C, is not contained in any complementary summand of Y, in Avfl . 
Moreover we can do this so that A, is not a direct summand of A,,, but 
Bv 0 D, 0 Cv,, is a direct summand of Avcl for all pn E w (where C,,, = 
(co ,*.., c+i>). Thus (a) and half of (b) are satisfied. To prove that 7 $ E implies 
that A, is a direct summand of A, it suffices to prove that ATn is a direct summand 
of A, for all n E w (since 7 < 7n for some n). Now by construction, 
B, 0 Dv 0 Cv,, is a direct summand of A,,, and B, @ D, @ C,,, contains ATn . 
Also A,% is a direct summand of B, @ D, @ C,,, by (b) since B, @ D, @ C,,, 
is contained in A, and 772 6 E. Therefore A,% is a direct summand of A,+1 . This 
completes Case IIIa. 
Case IIIb. Condition (*) is not satisfied. Choose a countable sequence 
(7% j n E w> approaching v such that for all n E w, 7, + E. (Recall that every 
element of E has cofinality w). Repeat the construction of Case IIIa but with 
Y, = (01, Y,’ = A, . All we care about here is that we obtain a free Abelian 
group structure on A,,, such that A, is not a direct summand of A,+1 , but A, 
is a direct summand of A,+1 whenever 7 $ E. 
This completes the inductive definition of A. It remains to verify that 
A = UYcK A, is strongly K-free and indecomposable. The fact that A is strongly 
K-free follows easily from (a) and (b) ( as in [4]). Suppose that A is not inde- 
composable; say A = H @ H’ where H # {0), H’ # (0). It is not hard to see 
that there is a closed unbounded subset S of K such that for all v E S, 
A,=(HnA,)@(H’nAA,) 
and Hn A, and H’ n A, are nonzero subgroups. Let s’ = S n (K - E). Since 
S is closed and K - E is stationary, s’ is unbounded in K. Let ,!? be the closure of 
s’, i.e., S = 5” together with the sups of subsets of 5”. By O,(E) there exists 
ve8nE such that Hn A, = Y, and H’n A,, = Y,‘. Since VIE, v has 
cofinality w and since v E 3, there is a countable sequence {TV 1 n E w} of elements 
of s’ whose limit is V. Thus (Y, , Y,‘) satisfies condition (*). By the construction 
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in Case IIIa, Avtl has been defined so that either Y, or n/, is a direct summand of 
n +,+r . To be concrete, let us suppose that Y, is a direct summand of A,_, 
Choose o > Y + 1 such that a E S. Since A,,+r is a direct summand of A, 
we have that Y, is a direct summand of A, and hence of (H n A,). Thus 
A, = Yv@ G @(H’n A,) for some G_CHn A,. Bat then since ‘a’,‘C 
N’ n A,, Y,’ is contained in a complementary summand of ii, in A, and hence 
in l& . This contradiction of the construction in Case IIIa completes the proof 
that A is an L,,-f ree indecomposable group of cardinality K. 
We have now constructed one group of the desired type; it remains to prove 
that there are 2” groups of this kind. To do this, we make use of a trick due to 
Sh.elah [12, Sect. 11. Let E be as above. Then by a result of Solovay 1141, 
E = lJV+ E, where for all i;~, v < K, E, is stationary in K and EG n E” = m if 
p # v. (Assuming Y = L, this follows immediately from 1 .S.) Let (Ji: i E 1> be 
a family of 2K subsets of K such that for i # j, fi $ j$ . For each i E I, let @@) = 
c){&, j Y E jrij. Then for i # j there is no closed co&al subset S of K such that 
Ecij n SC E(j). Now for each in 1 we can repeat the above construction but 
using i>JW) instead of OK(E). Thus we obtain a group Acij which is L,,-free 
and indecomposable such that A($) is the union of a smooth chain (A’;) j Y < ti> of 
subgroups of cardinality < K satisfying (a) and (b) with E replaced by P). 
Suppose that i # j. If there is an isomorphism 4: Ati) + A(j) then there is a 
closed unbounded subset S of K such that for v E S, S(Ay’) = Alj’. If I, E .Gi) n S, 
let p E S such that p >, v + 1. Now A:’ is not a direct siammand of Pci) ’ aiJ+l) 
so 131:’ is nest a direct summand of AZ’; so A, ‘j) is not a direct summand of @“. 
Hence by (b) (with T = v + 1) a:’ is not a direct summand of A;:, . Finally, 
by (b) again, this implies that v E E(j). Therefore Eci) n S C E(j) and this contra- 
diction completes the proof of the theorem. 
1.4. Remwk. Let us call an Abelian group A tc-separable if every subset of 
cardinal&y < K is contained in a free direct summand of A. ekler [llj has 
proved that, assuming V = L, there are 2” x-separable E,,-free Abelian groups 
of cardinality K for any regular uncountable non-weak compact K. Hence for 
any such K we have (by the Main Theorem) the largest possible number of 
indecomposable &,-free groups of cardinality K and also (by Mekler’s result) 
the largest possible number of “very decomposable” &,-free groups of car- 
dinality K. 
An analogous comment applies in the noncommutative case considered in the 
next section. 
2. THE NONCOMMUTATIVE CASE 
We consider groups which are not necessarily Abelian. A subgroup 
called a-#yeefactor of A if there is a subgroup C of A such that ia = B * C (where 
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* denotes free product). A group A is called K-fY&? if every subgroup of A of 
cardinality < K is free and A is called L,,-free if it satisfies the same sentences 
ofL% as a free group. The analog of Theorem 0.1 has been proved by Mekler: 
2.1. THEOREM [Ill. For any uncountable K and any group A, A is LraK-free 
if and only if A is K-fYee and every subset of A of cardinality < K is contained in a 
subgroup B of A of cardinality < K such that B is a free factor of any extension in 
A of cardinality < K. i 
Let us call a group A indecomposable (with respect to free products) if it does 
not have any nontrivial free factors. Indecomposable groups are easy to construct. 
In fact any nontrivial Abelian group is indecomposable. Also the direct product 
of two nontrivial groups is indecomposable (see [lo, p. 196, Exercise 221). But 
to construct indecomposable groups which are L,,-free seems harder. We can, 
however, prove the following theorem. 
2.2. THEOREM. Assume V = L. Let K be a regular uncountable cardinal which 
is not weakly compact. Then there exist 2” indecomposable groups of cardinality K 
which are L,,-free. 
We shall sketch the proof. Let us first note the following fact which will 
enable us to make use of the techniques of Section 1. If A is a group let 2 denote 
the AbeZianixation of A, i.e., 2 = A/[A, A]. 
2.3. LEMMA. IfA=B*CthenA=B@c. 
Proof. 2 = (A/[B, C])/[A, A]/[B, C]) where [B, C] is the normal subgroup 
generated by the mixed commutators bcbU1c-l. By [lo, p. 194, Exercise 131 
A/[B, C] g B @ C. Under this isomorphism [A, A]/[B, C] is identified with 
P, BIB [C, Cl. a 
Let A be a set of cardinality K which we write as the union of a smooth chain 
(A, / v < K} as in Section 1 and let E and {(Y, , Yy’) j v E E) be as in Section 1. 
We define a group structure inductively on A such that for all v < K: 
(a) A, is a free group 
(b) for 7 < V, A, is a free factor of A, if and only if 7 6 E. 
The crucial case in the construction is the analog of Case IIIa, where v E E 
and the following holds: 
(“) Y, and Y,’ are subgroups of cardinality >I and there is a countable 
sequence (TV, / n E w} of ordinals approaching II such that for all n E W, 7, $ E 
and ATn = (Yy n 4,) * WV’ n A,,>. 
As in Section 1 we can assume A, = B, x D, * C, where: B, = Y,, , 
c, = (c %: n E w); the c, are free generators of C, such that c, E (Y,’ n A,,+l) - 
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(Y,,’ CI A,,); and Y,’ = D, c C, Let A,_, = B, * 22, x t?, where e is the free 
group on (&. . n E W> and we identify c, with 6&& for some fixed element b 
of a free generating set for B, Then A, is not a free factor of A,_, (consider 
&+,). Moreover, B, * D, * C, is a free factor of A!,+% (where C,, = (cO ,.I.~ cm-J) 
since (6) * c = C,, * (b, &,, , Znnz+l ,... ). By th e p roof of 1 .I and by 2.3 CV is no: 
contained in a complementary summand of B, in A,-,~, . Therefore A must be 
indecomposable since if A = H * N’ we cocsider 2 = I? @ A’ and argue as ir, 
Section I. Thus we obtain a single indecomposable &,-free group, and the 
same trick as in Section 1 produces 2 of them. 
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